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Matthew "Wolf" Steel hated flying commercial. Luckily his job as a Navy SEAL meant he didn't have

to do it very often. He'd been unlucky enough to be assigned a middle seat on the cramped jet, but

fortunately for him, the woman next to him was willing to switch seats with him. Hoping for a relaxing

flight, Wolf was pleasantly surprised at the good conversation and sense of humor the woman had

as they flew 36,000 feet over the countryside. When Caroline boarded the plane to Virginia to move

across the country for her new job she never expected to be seated next to the hottest guy she'd

ever seen. She also never expected he'd be so easy to talk to. She knew he'd never be interested

in talking to her if he hadn't been trapped in the seat next to her, but it was a nice way to spend a

long plane ride. Neither Wolf nor Caroline were prepared for a terrorist hijacking of their plane, but if

Caroline thought that would be the last time she'd see, or need, Wolf, she'd be sorely mistaken.
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I actually had to force myself to finish this book. Then I had to put eye drops in my eyes because

they were almost stuck because I rolled them up so many times. First this "author" needs to go find

a few real SEALs to meet and do some more research. I personally know a couple of real life

SEALs. They are quiet professionals and do not remotely act like the guys this author has in her

book.I spent most of the book muttering about how bad the plot was and how it was almost

Keystone Cop funny. When the SEALs rescue the heroine the author makes a statement about

them filming the entire thing because they film all their missions anyway. ROFLOL Not hardly.



Especially rescuing her in U.S waters. Sure they're gonna film themselves doing something highly

illegal. NOT!! Was martial law declared in the book and I missed it?And further more that comment

about them filming their missions being routine? Stupidest thing I ever read. Now do spec ops

occasionally have helmet mounted cameras so the politicians can watch from their safe rooms in

DC? Sure but that is not the norm.When I talked to one of my friends who happens to be SEAL and

told him about some of the above and other things in this "book" all I can say is he laughed his butt

off.Also, the redundancy of the words and phrases she used was very annoying. Yeah, yeah we

know they are SEALs. Yeah, yeah we know SEALs don't leave SEALs behind etc. etc. see how

repeating things is very annoying?Some advice to this author would be to research your subject

matter better. Make it realistic so we, the readers, can slip on into the story better. And please,

please work on your plots better. This one didn't make a whole lot of sense. Write about what the

characters do and say.
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